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Summary 
Drosophila telomeres are remarkable because they are maintained by telomere-specific 
retrotransposons, rather than the enzyme telomerase that maintains telomeres in almost every 
other eukaryotic organism.  Successive transpositions of the Drosophila retrotransposons onto 
chromosome ends produce long head-to-tail arrays that are analogous in form and function to 
the long arrays of short repeats produced by telomerase in other organisms.  Nevertheless, 
Drosophila telomere repeats are retrotransposons, complex entities three orders of magnitude 
longer than simple telomerase repeats.  During the >40-60 My they have been coevolving with 
their host, these retrotransposons perforce have evolved a complex relationship with Drosophila 
cells to maintain populations of active elements while carrying out functions analogous to those 
of telomerase repeats in other organisms.  Although they have assumed a vital role in 
maintaining the Drosophila genome, the three Drosophila telomere-specific elements are non-
LTR retrotransposons, closely related to some of the best known non-telomeric elements in the 
Drosophila genome.  Thus, these elements offer an opportunity to study ways in which 
retrotransposons and their host cells can coevolve cooperatively.  The telomere-specific 
elements display several characteristics that appear important to their roles at the telomere; for 
example, we have recently reported that they have evolved at least two innovative mechanisms 
for protecting essential sequence on their 5’ ends.  Because every element serves as the end of 
the chromosome immediately after it transposes, its 5’end is subject to chromosomal erosion 
until it is capped by a new transposition.  These two mechanisms make it possible for at least a 
significant fraction of elements to survive their initial time as the chromosome end without losing 
sequence necessary to be competent for subsequent transposition.   Analysis of sequence from 
>90 kb of assembled telomere array shows that these mechanisms for small scale sequence 
protection are part of a unified set which maintains telomere length homeostasis. Here we 
concentrate on recently elucidated mechanisms that have evolved to provide this small scale 5’ 
protection  
 
A brief history of telomeres. 
Early study of chromosomes revealed that chromosome ends were special bodies 
(telomeres) with an important job: they prevent chromosome ends from behaving like broken 
DNA 1-3.  Telomeres prevent chromosome ends from sticking to other ends with disastrous 
consequences.  Since then we have learned that capping the chromosome end is only one of a 
still growing list of telomere jobs. 
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Molecular studies came later, driven by the recognition that DNA polymerase could not 
replicate the last few nucleotides on the ends of linear DNA.  This “end-replication problem”, 
which should lead to a continual shortening of the chromosome as cells divide, launched 
intensive study of the ends of linear DNA.  For technical reasons, linear mammalian viruses 
were chosen as useful models for the daunting eukaryotic chromosome.  Viruses were found to 
have several elegant and economical solutions to the end replication problem, like covalently 
attached proteins or short DNA fold-back sequences.  None of the viral solutions could be found 
on eukaryotic chromosome ends.  Instead, the clue to the end-replication problem for 
chromosomes came from an unlikely model, amplified extrachromosomal genes encoding 
ribosomal RNA in the ciliated protozoan, Tetrahymena.  Blackburn found each end of this DNA 
was composed of a long array of simple DNA nucleotide repeats, GGGGTT.  She went on to 
discover an enzyme, telomerase, a discovery that resolved the end-replication problem.  
Telomerase has an RNA template from which it reverse transcribes short repeats (GGGGTT for 
Tetrahymena) onto chromosome ends to compensate for lost sequence 3, 4.   
The clue from Tetrahymena led to rapid discovery of the telomere sequences in  
animals, plants, and single celled eukaryotes.  For the majority of these organisms, telomere 
arrays are composed of chains of 5-10 base-pair repeats added by telomerase.  Typically, 
vertebrates add TTAGGG, plants TTTAGGG, and insects TTAGG.  Single celled eukaryotes 
have somewhat more variable sequences but these, too, are short and G+T-rich.  These repeat 
arrays perform the second telomere job to be recognized.  They prevent incomplete DNA 
replication from causing eventual loss of vital genetic material.  Although they solve the same 
problem as the ends of linear viruses, telomere arrays are orders of magnitude longer than the 
short terminal sequences on viral ends.  Multicellular eukaryotes tend to have ten to fifty 
kilobases of telomere repeats on each chromosome end; even unicellular eukaryotes have a 
few hundred basepairs of repeats per end.  Furthermore, telomere array length is regulated in 
species-specific and cell type-specific ways; it is dynamic and fluctuates around a set point.  
The set point can change with environment and genetic background, as well as physical, and 
even psychological, health4.  Both cell aging and cancer are marked by abnormal regulation of 
telomere length, structure, and replication.  The mechanisms by which telomere length is 
regulated as well as the mechanisms relating length to cell physiology are still major questions 
in the field.   
Telomeres are nucleoprotein complexes, involving both telomere-specific proteins and 
telomere-associated proteins 5, 6. Telomere-specific proteins evolve rapidly and tend to lack 
strong homology to their counterparts in other species.  Telomere-associated proteins interact 
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with telomeres but are known to have other functions in the cell: DNA damage response 
proteins are notable examples.  The complexity of telomere chromatin is not surprising given the 
multiple roles in cell physiology now imputed to telomeres. 
Drosophila telomeres are a remarkable variation on the 
telomerase theme. 
Telomeres were initially defined by study of Drosophila chromosomes, so it was a surprise 
to learn that Drosophila telomeres are maintained, not by telomerase, but by a dedicated set of 
non-LTR retrotransposons.  Studies of D. melanogaster identified three elements, HeT-A7, 8, 
TART9 and TAHRE10, that transpose specifically to chromosome ends where they form long 
head-to-tail arrays that make up telomeres in that heterochromatic region11 (see Fig.1).  
Although the Drosophila genome is littered with other retrotransposons related to the three 
telomeric elements, these other retrotransposons are not found in the telomere arrays.  In fact 
the genomic distribution of the telomeric elements is almost the exact opposite of the distribution 
of other retrotransposons.  The completely sequenced D. melanogaster euchromatic genome 
lacks even small fragments of telomeric elements although telomeric elements are found to 
transpose onto euchromatic DNA when that DNA is the broken end of the chromosome.  Very 
little assembled sequence of the complex repeated DNA of heterochromatic regions is available 
but some of it contains fragments of telomeric elements, apparently moved into these regions by 
something other than active transposition12, 13. 
Analysis of telomere arrays provides strong evidence that telomeric elements transpose only 
to the extreme ends of intact or broken chromosomes; for broken chromosomes, transposition 
only to the ends is essentially incontrovertible.  In telomere arrays telomeric elements are 
always joined head-to-tail.  They are never found inserted within other elements, and there is no 
obvious sequence specificity to any attachment site on either 5’truncated or complete 
elements12.  (The 5’ termini of complete telomeric elements are also very variable.).  These 
findings are most straightforwardly explained by assuming that, because chromosome ends 
may be intact or variably 5’truncated, the new element is joined to whatever sequence is 
exposed on the end.   
This retrotransposon variant actually provides a very robust system of telomere 
maintenance.  We have identified HeT-A and TART homologues in D. virilis (separated from D. 
melanogaster by 40-60 My), showing that these elements have maintained telomeres since 
before the separation of these, and likely all, Drosophila species14, 15.  Sequences of the HeT-A 
and TART homologues have diverged even more than sequences of typical coding regions in 
the two species.  However both retrotransposons have conserved unusual features not found in 
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non-telomeric retrotransposons, supporting the assumption that these features are adaptations 
for their roles in the telomere. 
In spite of the obvious differences between retrotransposon 
telomeres and telomerase telomeres, these telomeres have 
fundamental similarities. 
Both types of telomeres are extended by reverse-transcription of RNA templates.  All non-
LTR retrotransposons transpose by reverse-transcription directly onto a 3’OH of chromosomal 
DNA16.  HeT-A and TART specialize by reverse transcribing onto the 3’OH at the extreme end, 
much as telomerase adds repeats to telomeres in other organisms.  In fact, telomerase and the 
reverse transcriptase of non-LTR elements are closely related17.  Although the Drosophila 
repeats (complete retrotransposons) are much longer and more complex than telomerase 
repeats, the length of Drosophila telomere arrays is similar to those of other multicellular 
eukaryotes12, 18.  Length regulation is seen in both types of telomeres.  It may be that RNA-
templated extension evolved as the primary mechanism for telomere maintenance because it 
can be easily regulated and can produce rapid length change.  
An increasing number of proteins are considered to be telomere-associated either because 
they have been found on telomeres or because mutation of the protein affects telomere 
structure and function.  Many telomere-associated proteins in other organisms are also 
telomere- associated in Drosophila.  The list includes proteins involved with DNA damage 
response and repair, such as ATM, RAD50, MRE11, Ku70 and Ku80, and with chromatin 
structure, such as HP1 (for review see 19).  Although it seems paradoxical to have proteins 
involved in DNA repair also associate with telomeres, the fact is that they do in both 
retrotransposon- and telomerase-telomeres.  This conservation suggests that the association is 
an essential feature of chromosome biology. 
Somatic cells of Drosophila, like those of organisms with telomerase, respond to telomere 
loss by failure to pass cell cycle check points and, eventually, by apoptosis20, 21.  Studies of 
Drosophila larval somatic tissues showed that the loss of a single telomere could trigger a 
spectrum of responses: chromosome end fusions, dicentric chromosome breakage, aneuploidy 
and other signs of genome instability also associated with dysfunctional telomeres in mammals 
and yeasts. 
In contrast to the somatic cell studies, the genetic tools available in Drosophila have 
revealed a more complex picture in germline cells.  Biessmann et al.22 showed that females with 
defective mu-2 genes could produce progeny carrying terminally deleted chromosomes that had 
no detectable telomere sequences yet did not form the end to end fusions expected of broken 
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ends.  These deletions had acquired the telomere’s capping function although they could no 
longer replace lost terminal sequence and, therefore, progressively shortened.  This was the 
first demonstration that the capping and end replication functions can be separated.  Others 
found that P-element transposase, like the mu-2 mutant background, could produce similar 
capped terminal deletions in germline cells23, 24.  In all cases the broken ends appear to be 
capped, however they continue to shorten at 50-100 nt per fly generation unless transposition of 
telomere retrotransposons rebuilds a new telomere array. 
This atypical behavior of broken ends in the Drosophila germline has an intriguing 
resemblance to McClintock’s studies of broken chromosomes in corn.  She found that the 
broken ends she followed through repeated bridge-breakage-fusion cycles in endosperm were 
permanently healed when they were passed into the sporophyte2.  In contrast, chromosomes 
that broke while they were in sporophyte tissue did not heal.  Thus, both fly and corn studies 
suggest that there are cell type-specific responses to telomere loss. 
Retrotransposon telomeres must preserve a stock of transposition-
competent elements. 
In contrast to their structural and functional similarities, retrotransposon and telomerase 
telomeres differ fundamentally in the way their RNA templates are maintained.  Most organisms 
have only a single telomerase reverse transcriptase and a single copy of its RNA template in 
their genomes.  Both are encoded by genes located safely in the interior of a chromosome.  
This centralized organization produces repeat sequences that are essentially identical, not only 
within a genome but also across many distantly related species.  
 On the other hand, retrotransposon telomeres might be considered a grass roots 
organization.  The elements transcribed to produce new transpositions are all located in 
telomere arrays and therefore at risk of loss in this dynamic environment12.  Telomere arrays are 
very long so it would appear that elements located in the more proximal regions have been 
there for some time without being under selection for function.  Therefore, sequence decay is a 
second risk for transposition-competent elements.  Retrotransposons appear to spread these 
risks by maintaining multiple replication-competent elements, rather than a single source of 
repeat sequences.  Both HeT-A and TART have multiple subfamilies, differing noticeably in 
sequence, yet those found in carefully sequenced and assembled arrays appear capable of 
producing functional proteins 12. (TAHRE is a rare element and we do not have enough data to 
include it in this discussion.)  Our sequence analyses allow us to speculate that quality control of 
HeT-A and TART elements is imposed at the level of transposition; any sequence changes that 
do not preclude transposition will allow a mutated element to found a new subfamily. 
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The history of events at Drosophila telomeres can be read from the 
sequence of assembled retrotransposon arrays. 
The long arrays of retrotransposons that constitute Drosophila telomeres are formed by 
repeated transpositions onto the chromosome end.  Thus they display an ordered record of 
events at the end: each element is younger than its proximal neighbor.  Unfortunately the 
complex repeated sequences in telomere arrays preclude accurate assembly from whole 
genome sequencing.  However, we have been able to analyze sequence from a single BAC 
derived from the 4R telomere and also from directed sequencing of the XL telomere: both 
sequences were from D. melanogaster12, 25.  Although neither sequence reaches the extreme 
end of a telomere, both are linked to subtelomere sequence of the chromosome; thus they 
include the most proximal, and therefore the oldest, elements in the retrotransposon arrays.  
The 4R sequence has >70 kb of retrotransposon array and the XL sequence has >20kb. 
These samples appear to be representative because elements are in the proportion 
expected from other studies of the D. melanogaster genome.  HeT-A is the most abundant 
element, with four complete and eleven partial elements.  There are two complete and three 
partial TARTs, and no TAHRE.  (We do not include the terminal element in each array because 
it has been truncated by cloning.)  All elements have their 5’ ends toward the end of the 
chromosome, as expected if they were reverse-transcribed onto a 3’OH thereon.  Elements in 
the arrays are complete at their 3’ (proximal) end: partial elements have undergone variable 5’ 
loss that can be as much as several kb. 
Our analyses of this data set show that events in telomere arrays are much more complex 
than the relatively regular small scale sequence loss (50-100 nt per fly generation), seen on 
broken chromosome ends, which has been attributed to end replication losses22.  Our 
quantitative analysis of small scale end erosion leads to a loss distribution with a distinct 
functional form that is hard to reconcile with that usually assumed for end replication losses.  
The erosion distribution is also very different from that for the quantitative loss distribution of 5’ 
truncated partial elements; thus, the process details leading to end erosion and 5’ truncation are 
certainly different; furthermore, the end erosion loss distribution can also include end replication 
losses25. 
These data require us to postulate the existence of a complex process that maintains 
telomere length homeostasis and preserves a supply of transposition-competent elements.  
That process, whatever it may be, can be conceptualized as several, no doubt interacting, 
relatively simple mechanisms25.  The first is small scale end erosion that rarely removes all non-
essential buffering 5’ sequence from the terminal element before a new transposition takes over 
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the end to stop erosion of the element it has displaced.  Elements have evolved adaptations to 
add enough non-essential sequence to protect complete elements (see below).  Small scale 
erosion, including deficient end replication, removes very few nucleotides compared to those 
added by transposition of a new element (6-13 kb, HeT-A, TART, or TAHRE) so telomere length 
homeostasis requires additional mechanisms to correct this imbalance.  The population of 5-
truncated elements is evidence of large scale terminal loss.  (There are no 3’-truncations.)   The 
length distribution of partial elements strongly suggests that complete elements are significantly 
over-represented.  We suggest that the additional loss mechanism(s) could be due to length-
selective terminal deletions (LSTD) encompassing part or all of the telomere, followed by 
rebuilding.  LSTD could be mediated by protective telomere proteins. 
The evidence that DNA turnover within intact Drosophila telomeres is more complex than 
the relatively regular loss seen on broken chromosomes strongly suggests that intact Drosophila 
telomeres, like those in other organisms, contain multiple proteins involved in modulating 
turnover and capping of terminal DNA.  Many telomere proteins tend to evolve rapidly, in 
sequence and sometimes function, making it difficult to identify and compare the activity of 
telomere proteins even among closely related organisms (see 6).  Analogues of proteins 
implicated in modulating length regulation in other organisms have not been identified in 
Drosophila but it seems likely that they could be responsible for the complex turnover seen at 
intact telomeres.  The ends of broken Drosophila chromosomes that have acquired end capping 
have been shown to have a few telomere proteins important for capping 26; however we 
probably know only a fraction of the proteins associated either with broken ends or intact 
telomeres in Drosophila.  Further characterization of these proteins should help explain the 
difference in turnover of DNA at the two types of chromosome ends. 
HeT-A and TART have innovative adaptations to protect essential 
5’ sequence. 
The typical non-LTR promoter lies within the 5’UTR immediately downstream of the 
transcription initiation site27. Thus the promoter is included in the RNA and moved to the new 
site ensuring that the new retrotransposon can be transcribed in its new site.  However, there is 
a risk for telomeric elements because they transpose to the end of the chromosome, exposing 
vital sequence in the 5’UTR.  Telomeric elements have evolved at least two adaptations to 
protect the 5’sequence (see Fig. 2).  
 In the next Section we describe how D. melanogaster’s HeT-A (HeT-Amel)28 and D. virilis’s 
TART (TARTvir )29 add non-essential sequence to the 5’ end of their RNA.  In contrast, TARTmel 
adds extra 5’ sequence by recopying part of its RNA when it is reverse-transcribed onto the 
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chromosome29 (See next section and Fig.2).  For at least a significant fraction of transpositions, 
telomere array data shows that both adaptations add sufficient buffering sequence to prevent 
erosion from eating into essential sequence before a new transposition arrives to cap the 
element.  HeT-Avir is still an enigma: it has no obvious buffering sequence yet the available 
sequence has a good fraction of complete elements, suggesting that HeT-Avir has yet another 
adaptation to protect its 5’end28. 
HeT-Amel and TARTvir share an unusual promoter architecture 
which adds buffering 5’sequence. 
Promoter sequences slightly upstream of the 3’end of either of these two elements drive 
transcription, not of that element, but of its downstream neighbor.  Transcription starts at sites 
within the 3’end of the upstream element30, 31.  Thus the new RNA has a very short copy of 3’ 
sequence (plus the oligoA) from its neighbor added to its 5’ end as a Tag (Fig. 2A).  When the 
RNA is reverse-transcribed onto a chromosome end, this Tag provides expendable 5’ DNA 
sequence.  If a new transposition caps the end before the first Tag sequence is completely 
eroded, the remaining sequence is left on the element as a truncated Tag, a record of sequence 
loss while on the chromosome end.  When this element transposes again, a new Tag is added 
to the 5’end of the truncated Tag.  Complete elements in telomere arrays have strings of several 
variably truncated Tags, showing that they have transposed multiple times and that either the 
rate of terminal erosion or the rate of new transposition (or both) is irregular25, 28. 
This upstream promoter requires that the element to be transcribed lie immediately 
downstream of another element of the same kind which can provide the promoter.  (The 
promoting element can be a 5’truncated partial element because only a few hundred nt of the 
3’UTR sequence is needed for activity30.) Thus a complete HeT-Amel, orTARTvir has a good 
probability of having an appropriate neighbor in a telomere array. 
TARTmel also adds protective 5’ sequence but does this by making 
a second copy from its own 3’UTR when it is reverse transcribed 
onto the chromosome. 
Somewhat surprisingly, TARTmel does not have the promoter used by both its D. virilis 
homologue and its partner in the D. melanogaster telomere29.  Perhaps this mechanism is 
unfavorable, because TARTmel is greatly outnumbered by HeT-Amel so is less likely to have 
another TART as an upstream neighbor (Fig. 2B).  
TARTmel has several remarkable characteristics, not seen in other telomeric elements, which 
allowed us to formulate a model for TARTmel 5’ protection29.  There are three TARTmel 
subfamilies: members are randomly distributed in telomeres, suggesting that they are 
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functionally equivalent, yet the long UTR sequences differ strikingly between subfamilies.  In 
each subfamily the sequence of the 5’UTR is a direct repeat of sequence in the 3’UTR.  We 
refer to these as Perfect Non-Terminal Repeats (PNTRs) because the 3’ repeat ends a few 
hundred nt upstream of the 3’ end of the element32.  Comparison of subfamily members shows 
that sequence changes in one PNTR are reproduced in its partner PNTR, i.e. the repeats are 
evolving together29. 
The 5 ’end of TARTmel appears to be highly variable; the few available 5’UTR sequences 
range from 33 nt to 3934 nt, and each element sequenced has a different end.  Lengths do not 
correlate with subfamily; both the longest and the shortest 5’UTRs are TART-A.  Extensive 
searches for transcription start sites for full length TARTmel RNA have revealed only one site29, 
31.  In each subfamily this site lies in the 5’UTR ~75 nt upstream of the first coding region.  This 
result presented a paradox because only one known TARTmel has a 5’UTR (33 nt) short enough 
to have been reverse-transcribed from RNA with 75nt of 5’UTR sequence.  The evidence that 
PNTR pairs are evolving together provides a solution to this paradox.  We concluded that when 
the RNA is reverse-transcribed onto the chromosome, the reverse transcriptase makes a 
template jump from the 5’end of the RNA back to the 3’PNTR and recopies sequence to extend 
the 5’PNTR, adding non-essential sequence.  The extreme variability in the length of the 5’UTR 
in genomic TARTmel elements can be explained by variable termination of reverse transcription, 
by terminal erosion, by terminal deletions, or some combination thereof. 
Concluding Remarks 
This review has focused on recently discovered adaptations which reveal mechanisms used 
to maintain a population of complete, replicatively competent, elements in Drosophila telomeres.  
We want to emphasize that replicatively competent elements are not the whole story; we believe 
that 5’truncated elements are equally important for the telomere roles that are analogous to 
those of telomerase repeats.   Here it is relevant that telomere elements differ from their non-
telomere relatives in having very long 3’UTRs and that much of this 3’UTR sequence is strongly 
conserved33.  It is also the last to be lost by 5’truncation.  We believe these facts indicate that 
these sequences have important roles in chromosome structure. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 
 
Figure 1. Model for the extension of chromosomes by telomere-specific 
retrotransposons.   Arrows represent the head-to-tail array of complete and 5’truncated HeT-A 
(blue) and TART (green) that makes up the telomere.  (Actual telomeres typically have more 
elements than shown here.)  Transcription of an element in the array provides sense strand 
RNA (wavy magenta line) that is translated in the cytoplasm to yield Gag protein.  This protein 
associates with the RNA and delivers it to the chromosome end where the RNA is reverse-
transcribed onto the chromosome.  Analogy with retroviruses suggests that reverse 
 13 
transcriptase is included in the Gag-RNA complex; however there is no evidence on this point.  
Magenta (A)n, 3’ poly(A) tail of RNA; black (A)n, oligoA at 3’ end of each element in chromosomal 
DNA.  This results from reverse transcriptase beginning DNA synthesis within the poly(A) tail of 
the RNA.  Those oligoA terminations vary in length but are generally much shorter than their 
parent poly(A) tails. Modified from Ref. 34.by copyright permission of the Rockefeller University 
Press. 
 
  
 
Figure 2.  Mechanisms for adding buffering 5’ sequence to transposing elements.  A)  
Using sequence copied from upstream neighbor. Used by HeT-Amel and TARTvir.  Telomere 
segment with a complete HeT-Amel flanked by other elements (top) and TARTvir (bottom) flanked 
by other elements.  (Other elements are shown as gray when they could be either HeT-A or 
TART, but note that for these elements the immediately upstream element must be a sister 
element to provide a transcription start site.)  HeT-Amel UTRs are magenta with lighter box at 
5’end of 5’UTR representing string of variably truncated Tags.  TARTvir UTRs are lavender with 
darker box on 5’UTR representing Tag string.  For both elements transcription starts at the bent 
arrow in the upstream element and continues through the complete downstream element.  The 
resulting RNA (black line) has a new Tag consisting of the last nucleotides of the upstream 
element (short colored line and (A)n on 5’ end of RNA).  When the RNA is reverse transcribed 
onto the chromosome this new Tag becomes the 5’ end of the newly transposed element, 
undergoes erosion, and, if the element transposes again, will be internalized into the string of 
variably eroded Tags indicated by the 5’ box on the complete element.  B) Using sequence 
copied from the 3’UTR of transposing RNA.  Used by TARTmel.  Telomere segment with a 
complete TARTmel (purple UTRs) flanked by other elements (gray boxes).  (A)n, 3’ oligoA in 
DNA; AAAAAA, 3’polyA tail on RNA; Gold arrows, PNTRs. Transcription starts at the bent 
arrow, producing an RNA with a very short 5’UTR.  When this is reverse transcribed onto the 
chromosome end, the reverse transcriptase jumps back to identical sequence in the 3’ UTR and 
copies sequence to extend the 5’UTR, providing sacrificial DNA to buffer essential 5’ sequence. 
 


